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Abstract

In a pilot project called The DNA-Dialogues online discussion boards of popular mag-
azines featured as sites for public dialogue on genomics-related issues. As organiz-
ers and mediators of those online discussions, we experienced problems that have
hardly been attended to by dialogue practitioners nor by social scientists who study
and criticize public engagement activities. We illustrate those problems with exam-
ples from an online discussion on the storage and use of neonatal screening blood.
We draw two lessons. First, practitioners as well as analysts tend to consider di-
alogues as public engagement activities, whereas we learned that the engagement
of experts is just as difficult and equally crucial. Second, the role played by orga-
nizers and moderators of dialogue events is often left implicit, whereas we actively
contributed to framing the issue at stake in the discussion. As an alternative for the
notion of dialogue as a form of public engagement, we propose to ‘do dialogue’ as
a form of interventionist social science research. We instigate an outline of what
such interventionist dialogue research would involve, and argue that it requires an
integration of the roles of dialogue practioner and critical analyst.1

1 This article is the result of a project of the Centre for Society and Genomics in the Netherlands
(at Radboud University in Nijmegen), funded by the Netherlands Genomics Initiative.
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1 Introduction

“Why did you think involving parents in
this discussion could mean anything?”

This question was pos(t)ed on the on-
line discussion board of the Dutch web-
site Ouders Online (Parents Online).2 It
addressed the initiator of the discussion,
who published an article with the ti-
tle “What should happen with the heel
prick blood?” in the online magazine of
the website (Radstake 2007). The initia-
tor was a staff member of the Centre for
Society and Genomics (CSG), who had
attended an expert workshop with med-
ical scientists favouring the extension
of existing limits for storing blood col-
lected for the neonatal screening pro-
gramme, to use it for research. The
article discussed the rationale behind
such an extension as well as potential
issues of privacy, information and con-
sent. The readers of the article and
other visitors of the Ouders Online web-
site could react on the online discussion
board of the website. The scientists in
question were invited to participate in
the discussion as well.

The writer of the online article is also
the first author of the article that you are
presently reading. She initiated the on-
line discussion for the CSG as part of a
pilot project for public engagement with
genomics-related issues.3 The DNA-
Dialogues, as the pilot was called, ran
for a year in 2006-2007 and resulted in
four real-life discussion meetings in col-
laboration with various societal groups,
and three online discussions in collabo-
ration with popular printed and online
magazines. Besides those events, its
outcome has included research projects
that are currently carried out at the CSG.

2 Ouders Online <www.ouders.nl> is a
much-frequented Dutch website with an on-
line magazine and a discussion board with
around 30.000 new messages each month,
on a large variety of topics from pregnancy
and birth to educational matters and medical
issues, with a lot of exchange of personal ex-
periences and online friendships. All quotes
have been translated from Dutch.
3 The pilot project was carried out and evalu-
ated by Maud Radstake in collaboration with
Huib de Vriend, LIS Consult, the Netherlands
(Vriend & Radstake 2007).

The objective of those PhD projects is
to develop an alternative way of do-
ing what is commonly called ‘public di-
alogue’ or more generally ‘public en-
gagement with science’.4

In this article we use one of the online
discussions from the pilot as a case to
present and analyse the kind of expe-
riences that urged for a more thorough
approach. Although the pilot was set
up as a communication project rather
than as a research project, in hind-
sight it can be considered as a probe
for such an alternative approach. The
potential contribution to existing litera-
ture and practices of public engagement
is twofold. First, we experienced that
the increasingly popular notion of ‘dia-
logue’ in public engagement has largely
focused on the engagement of publics,
and neglected the engagement of scien-
tists and experts that is as least a cru-
cial. Second, existing accounts of pub-
lic dialogue pay little attention to the
work done by organizers and modera-
tors in framing and shaping discussions
and events. We go beyond a plea to take
more notice of that role – we argue that
‘doing dialogue’ is a form of interven-
tionist and (quasi-)experimental social
science.

1.1 Dialogue and public
engagement

Dialogue has become a buzzword in
research and policy reports on sci-
ence and society (House of Lords Select
Committee on Science and Technol-
ogy 2000; Parliamentary Office of Sci-
ence and Technology 2001; European
Commission 2002; Council for Science
and Technology 2005). Many ‘dialogue
events’ have been developed to engage
the public with science and inform pol-
icy processes, including consultations,
stakeholder dialogues, citizens’ juries,

4 Eefje van den Heuvel-Vromans currently
organizes and studies online discussions in
a PhD project supervised by Maud Radstake
and Annemiek Nelis at the Centre for Society
and Genomics. In another CSG PhD project,
Koen Dortmans organizes and studies real-
life discussions in debating centres, under
supervision of Annemiek Nelis.
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consensus conferences and also inter-
net dialogues (Rowe and Frewer 2005;
Davies et al.2009). Dialogue has found
its way into mainstream discourses of
public engagement with science. It has
been presented as an alternative to the
deficit model that has long been domi-
nant in science-society communication,
offering a two- or even multi-way mode
of communication with science and so-
ciety as mutual informants. What dia-
logue means, however, is anything but
self-evident. The indistinctness of the
term concerns the objectives as well as
the methods of dialogue.

The term dialogue has been used for
participatory events that aim to inform
policy as well as for meetings that do
not directly seek to do so (Davies et
al.2009). Several authors have ques-
tioned the ways in which publics, ex-
perts and issues have been framed
in policy-oriented events (Barnes et
al.2003; Irwin 2006; Wynne 2006; Kerr
et al.2007; Lezaun and Soneryd 2007).
Events that have no direct connection to
policy-making, like our DNA-Dialogues,
have hardly received any attention by
critical social scientists, because they do
not even claim to have any direct trans-
formative effects on relations between
science, society, and policy. Rather than
to policy-making, however, such events
contribute to learning processes by par-
ticipating citizens and scientists. Such
individual learning processes are often
considered to be an essential part of “a
gradual step by step change in science
and society” (Davies et al.2009: 341).

Reflexivity by scientists about the so-
cial impact and implications of their re-
search is considered to be a condition
for a socially robust development of sci-
ence and technology. The same ap-
plies to the consciousness of publics
about the ways in which science and
technology affect their lives (Nowotny
2003; Felt and Fochler 2008). Rais-
ing such reflexivity and consciousness
has been the rationale behind many
dialogue events, including the DNA-
Dialogues. Dialogue events do not
straightforwardly result in socially ro-
bust genomics development, but a suc-

cessful dialogue event may be a ‘step-
ping stone’ to subsequent more sub-
stantive interactions between expert
and public participants.

Means to assess or to improve the qual-
ity of a dialogue that intends to con-
tribute to a step by step change (rather
than to policy) are hard to design or
even imagine. Following up on criti-
cal literature on public engagement, we
decided to go ahead in an exploratory
mode.

1.2 The DNA-Dialogues

In the autumn of 2006, the Centre
for Society and Genomics started The
DNA-Dialogues as a pilot project to in-
vite publics to interact with experts
on genomics-related issues. The pilot
lasted one year. During this year we
initiated a series of real life discussion
meetings with civil society groups (in-
cluding women’s organizations, and a
Lions Club department) and a number
of online discussions that took place
on discussion boards of Dutch popu-
lar magazines. The publics that we in-
tended to involve were groups and indi-
viduals who were (potentially) affected
by genomics-related research and tech-
nology. We actively invited experts to
participate in real-life as well as in on-
line events. As experts we identified
those who are involved in the develop-
ment or professional use of genomics
research or technology, or in policy-
making for such development and use.

In the pilot we opted for a practical so-
lution to heed a central critique on pub-
lic engagement, which is that public en-
gagement usually departs from experts’
framing of the issue under discussion
(Wynne 2007). For The DNA-Dialogues
we would not invite publics to engage in
discussions on techno-scientific issues,
but stimulate experts to engage in dis-
cussions on public issues related to ge-
nomics research and governance. That
is why we selected popular online dis-
cussion boards as a site for dialogue.

Online discussion boards are sites
where many people meet sponta-
neously to discuss issues that interest
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or affect them. They are accessible at
any time of the day. People can take as
much time to write a message as they
want, and they cannot be interrupted.
Messages can be posted anonymously
and can be read by anyone with access
to the internet. After registration, any-
one can post a message, but the editors
of a board can remove messages that
conflict with their rules.5 This article is
about the online part of the pilot and
will use one of the online discussions to
illustrate our experiences.

The DNA-Dialogues were initially not
set-up as a pilot for a research project,
but as an experiment in public engage-
ment. During and after the pilot, we
came to realize its potential as an ob-
ject and instrument of social-scientific
research, as we will show later. Yet
in the pilot project we ourselves first
and foremost acted as dialogue prac-
titioners. We identified potential is-
sues and publics and we initiated, or-
ganized, moderated, and evaluated on-
line discussions on discussion boards of
popular magazines. More concretely,
we contacted editors, (co-) wrote intro-
ductory articles, invited experts to take
part, asked editors to open a discus-
sion thread, stimulated experts to par-
ticipate, and posted messages ourselves
when necessary.

In the next section, we present some
experiences from the online discussion
on the storage and use of blood from
neonatal screening for research on the
website of Ouders Online, with which
we started this paper. That discussion
constitutes the main empirical back-
ground for our argument. Our analy-
sis and reflections, however, have also
been informed by our experiences in
two other online discussions that were

5 When we set up the online discussions in
the pilot, we were not aware of the quite
extensive literature about online discussion
boards, mainly in the field of communication
sciences (Jankowski and Selm 2000; Graham
and Witschge 2003; Stromer-Galley 2007).
Such literature will be included in the design
and analysis of the discussions that are set up
as part of our current experimental research
projects.

part of the pilot,6 and an additional
online discussion that was organized
in the spring of 2008 by one of our
students (Jeucken 2008; Radstake et
al.2009).

2 A case story: What should
happen with the heel prick
blood?

In the spring of 2007 we initiated a dis-
cussion on the website Ouders Online.
The starting point for this dialogue was
an invitational expert workshop that
one of us had attended. During the
workshop scientific and policy experts
discussed the question whether blood
obtained in the neonatal screening pro-
gramme (by means of the ‘heel prick’),
which is currently stored for five years
in the Netherlands, could be stored for
longer, if possible indefinitely. Scientists
would like to extend the limit of anony-
mous storage, since, as they see it, at
present a lot of valid epidemiological
data is destroyed. They also argued for
extended possibilities to combine data.
However, they anticipated societal re-
sistance because of privacy issues and
foresaw problems with informed con-
sent. They were looking for ways to
address such issues. Furthermore, they
wanted to enrich the discussion with the
idea that blood donation fosters solidar-
ity between individuals and generations
and that medical use of this blood would
be for the ‘common good’. When the
CSG offered to organize an online dis-
cussion on the topic, this was cordially
accepted.

The editors of Ouders Online also re-
acted positively when we approached
them with the idea to initiate a discus-
sion on the issue. We wrote a short
article for the online magazine (Rad-
stake 2007), discussing the scientific ar-
guments for longer storage and neces-

6 A discussion on genes and childhood obe-
sity was also organized on the discussion
board of Ouders Online, in the Autumn of
2006. On the discussion board of a popular
Dutch women’s magazine (VIVA), we orga-
nized a discussion on medical applications of
genetics and genomics, in particular testing,
in January 2007.
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sary changes in accompanying policies
of informed consent or opting out, as
well as privacy concerns, solidarity and
the common good of medicine. The ar-
ticle invited readers to voice their opin-
ion on the online web forum in a discus-
sion with the title What should happen
with the heel prick blood?. We invited all
scientists and policy makers who partic-
ipated in the expert workshop, to take
part in the discussion. Five of the about
twenty invited experts responded posi-
tively: they expressed the intention to
follow the discussion and contribute to
it. In our correspondence with them,
we stressed that we aimed for dialogue
and explained that we expected them to
not merely provide information, but to
engage in an actual exchange with the
regular forum participants.

The number of parents7 that partici-
pated in the discussion was rather low
for the standards of Ouders Online. Only
13 parents participated and three oth-
ers: one scientist who participated in
the expert workshop, a member of an
NGO known for its critical stance to-
wards human genetics and bio-banking
(invited by the CSG) and the CSG staff
member who had attended the work-
shop and who organized the discus-
sion.8 The whole discussion contained
45 messages.

Initially the article and the questions in
the opening message evoked diverse re-
actions from the participating parents:
some people did not see any problem
whatsoever, others emphasized the im-
portance of complete and timely in-
formation, whereas others fiercely op-
posed the whole endeavour because
they feared their privacy would be vi-
olated, in particular when commercial
firms, insurance companies or particu-
lar government bodies would get access
to the data and information.

2.1 Framing the issue

Like most experts who attended the ini-
tial expert workshop, the public health

7 We use ‘parents’ to refer to the uninvited
visitors of the Ouders Online website.
8 Maud Radstake.

professor who participated in the on-
line discussion, considered ethical is-
sues such as privacy and the need for
informed consent as the most important
topics for a societal discussion on blood
storage and use. However, some par-
ents resisted the expert’s framing of the
issue. In a response to one of the pro-
fessor’s messages, one of them wrote:

“I have the impression that you are some-
how stuck in your own frame. For the
benefit of a proper dialogue, I would very
much like to open your frame to another
perspective.”

And:

“It is all about commitment. You need
everyone to want what you want. To
achieve that, it does not help to repeat
over and over again what it is that you
want. Listening, and I mean really good
listening to what citizens say about it, is
far more important.”

Although the writer of this message ex-
pressed the strongest views, some other
parents also indicated that they were
not merely concerned about privacy (as
the experts had anticipated) nor about
the relevance of heel prick storage for
their personal situation (as we as or-
ganizers had anticipated). According
to them, the expert’s framing of the is-
sue in ethical and regulatory terms was
too narrow. They rather were worried
about the possible commercial and po-
litical (mis-)use of stored blood. In her
messages, however, the professor con-
tinued to explain the scientific and soci-
etal urgency of longer storage and the
need for policy changes. She did not
deny the importance or the relevance of
the issues raised by the parents, but she
did not explicitly relate them to her own
professional agenda and the responsi-
bility of scientists, as the quoted parent
urged her to do. In personal communi-
cation after the discussion, the profes-
sor expressed to us as organizers her
appreciation for the discussion, because
it had pointed out that the worries of
the public should be taken into account
when designing education and informa-
tion.
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By contrast, another professor and
workshop participant let us know that
the course of the discussion made him
decide to refrain from participation. He
had initially been interested to provide
information to young or prospective
parents with serious questions and con-
cerns. He had been put off, however,
by what he considered to be the abun-
dance of misapprehensions, fears, irra-
tionalities and frustrations expressed in
the actual discussion.

What the two opposite reactions by
those experts have in common, is their
framing of the relevant issues in terms
of regulation and information. What is
more, in both cases this framing did not
change in the discussion with parents.
The course of the discussion merely en-
dorsed it and confirmed the accompa-
nying notion by the experts of their own
role as that of an information provider.
The same goes for the way in which
some parents framed the issue at stake.
The responses by the professor, for ex-
ample, did not make the quoted critical
parent reconsider her premises.

Since neither the experts’ nor the par-
ents’ initial framing of the issue at stake
was substantially affected, the discus-
sion did not become a dialogue. Ac-
tually, the discussion on the storage
of neonatal blood made us who orga-
nized The DNA-Dialogues reconsider our
largely implicit notion of dialogue. The
idea of dialogue as a potential contri-
bution to a ‘step by step change’ in ge-
nomics and society became more artic-
ulate, as well as our role in the perfor-
mance of dialogue.

As initiators and mediators we did not
merely bring publics and experts to-
gether. We were actively engaged in
framing work by selecting the topic and
site, writing the introductory article and
inviting and introducing experts in the
discussion. However, that did not re-
sult in a collective framing of the issues
at stake by those who are affected by a
particular science-related development
or technology (the publics), and those
who take decisions that may affect that
development (the experts). When such

a collective effort does not take place,
dialogue has failed. What prevented
the discussion on the neonatal screen-
ing blood from becoming a dialogue?

2.2 Engaging publics and experts

Like other dialogue events, The DNA-
Dialogues were conceived as a pub-
lic engagement activity. Critics have
noted that public engagement in sci-
ence tends to embody a static notion
of the general public that marginal-
izes possible counter-publics (Barnes
et al.2003) and usually distinguishes
publics from stakeholders (Lezaun and
Soneryd 2007; Martin 2008). In most
public engagement exercises disinter-
ested citizens or laypersons are invited
to engage in a discussion on the social
or ethical implications of a particular
techno-scientific development. By con-
trast, our notion of the public participat-
ing in The DNA-Dialogues was loosely
built on a pragmatist idea of publics
forming around issues (Marres 2007; Di-
jstelbloem 2008), with the public be-
ing “all those who are affected by the
indirect consequences of transactions
to such an extent that it is deemed
necessary to have those consequences
systematically cared for” (Dewey 1927).
Engaging the public in a pragmatist
sense is not a matter of getting disin-
terested citizens interested in science
or technology, but of ‘making pub-
lic’ a particular techno-scientific de-
velopment. People will be engaged
when they recognize the development
as something that possibly affects them.

A public can form around an issue that
is different from what is considered to
be relevant by experts and public en-
gagement practitioners. This is what
happened in the discussion on neonatal
blood storage. The public health profes-
sor viewed the discussion as diagnos-
tic instrument to find out what are the
particular worries and misconceptions
of members of the general public who
could be affected by changes in the ex-
isting policies for the storage of neona-
tal screening data. The topic of neona-
tal blood storage, however, also evoked
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another public of parents who were af-
fected as citizens by possible political
and commercial use of the data. Us-
ing existing sites for public discussion
rather than creating new ones, as we
did in The DNA-Dialogues, reflected this
pragmatist notion of the public.

Despite the claim of mutual interac-
tion implied by the notion of ‘dialogue’,
assessment of the impact of interac-
tive public engagement events is usually
(implicitly or explicitly) limited to either
the outcomes for policy, or the effects
on the participating citizens. Very lit-
tle attention has been given to how par-
ticipating scientists and other experts
are affected by such events. Some aca-
demic projects and articles have iden-
tified this omission (Jackson et al.2005;
Burchell 2007) but those have not ad-
dressed the implications of their ex-
ploratory ideas and findings for the ac-
tual organization of dialogue events
that do not merely engage publics with
science, but also experts with society.
If public sites are the venue for inter-
actions between publics and experts, it
is the latter who need to be invited and
convinced to participate rather than the
former. The DNA-Dialogues, therefore,
presented us with the challenge of ex-
pert engagement.

Our relatively unarticulated notion of di-
alogue at the onset of the pilot project
was challenged by the difficulties we en-
countered in engaging experts in on-
line discussions. Only a few experts
participated. Moreover, we did not get
any indication that their participation
actually made experts reconsider their
own role, their professional agenda or
their societal responsibility. Of course,
that does not mean that it did not hap-
pen. Learning and reflection are time-
consuming processes shaped by many
factors. Since we did not follow up on
the experts who participated in the pilot,
we cannot be sure about the impact.

Others have also experienced that the
ideal of dialogue does not easily trans-
late in an actual interaction between
publics and experts. An Austrian se-
ries of dialogue events with scientists

and laypeople about ethical issues re-
lated to genome research, for exam-
ple, was complicated by mechanisms
like the framing of the issues, the public
setting of a discussion and participants
who emphasize the distinction between
facts and values (Felt et al.2009). Sim-
ilar experiences have resulted in calls
to study and evaluate dialogue events
in order to identify barriers and oppor-
tunities and make changes (Davies et
al.2009).

It is clear that merely bringing the pub-
lic voice to the experts’ ears does not
establish dialogue. Asking experts to
act as discussion partners rather than
informants, like we did, is not enough
either. Engaging experts involves in-
structing, briefing and preparing them
as well as making them aware of their
position, role and biases toward both
their own knowledge and that of their
(imagined) publics. But the challenge
of expert engagement is not only about
making experts participate in a discus-
sion or about keeping them on board.
It requires an analysis of the ways in
which various interactive settings enact
particular roles and meanings for ex-
perts as well as for publics.

2.3 The mediator at work

The critical parent who challenged the
participating professor did not only ad-
dress this expert, but also called us as
discussion organizers to account, ask-
ing why we thought that involving par-
ents in the discussion could mean any-
thing.9 The parent stated that she did
not understand the purpose of this dis-
cussion, since present policy for anony-
mous blood storage and use are clear
and the reasons for scientists to chal-
lenge this policy are not. Thus she
asked us how parents’ opinions could
make any difference.

In response to those questions, we
posted a message explaining the mis-
sion of the CSG, which is to contribute
to a societal agenda for genomics re-
search by means of (social science and

9 See the opening quote of this article.
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humanities) research and (public) com-
munication. We stated that:

“That does not mean that we aim at ac-
ceptance of that kind of research by ‘the
public’; we rather consider it to be our
duty to inform both researchers and (po-
tentially) involved citizens about what is
going on, and allow them to form an
opinion about it and let it be heard. One
of the ways in which we do that is by
bringing scientists into contact with peo-
ple who are (or might be) affected by (the
consequences of) their research.”

Presenting ourselves as ‘neutral facil-
itator’, however, was rather problem-
atic. Some of the invited experts were
genomics scientists who were funded
by the Netherlands Genomics Initiative
(NGI) that also funds our own organisa-
tion, i.e. the CSG. Moreover, the start-
ing point for the discussion had been
an expert workshop with a rather ob-
vious purpose, being the extension of
limits for the storage and use of blood
from neonatal screening for research.
Experts supported the idea of an online
discussion probably because they hoped
that it could take away or counter rea-
sons for potential societal resistance.

Our purpose in organizing a dialogue,
however, was to explore whether such
resistance would occur, and if so, for
what reasons. We intended to create
the conditions for the collective articu-
lation of relevant issues by publics and
experts. When some dominant parents
did not accept the expert’s framing of
the issues and the expert’s framing was
not affected by the issues put forward by
the parents, dialogue was not realized.

That we were not neutral was also ap-
parent in our response to the critical
parent who challenged our position. We
combined our role as mediator with tak-
ing position:

“I have tried to clarify what I think that
(the participating scientist) means, and I
will try to get across to her and her col-
leagues what is the opinion of the public
that they so often fear. I think I can do
that, because I do understand your argu-
ments and basically I agree with them.”

About the scientists we stated:

“Yet I cannot promise that they will listen.
Neither can I promise scientists that ‘the
public’ will listen to them, nor is it my duty
to convince the public that scientists are
right. What I do try to do is make it possi-
ble for you to discuss with scientists. (. . . )
That is all I can do.”

We already indicated that as organiz-
ers we framed the discussion by writ-
ing the introductory article and select-
ing experts as participants. The preced-
ing quotes exemplify how we continued
this framing work by responding to par-
ents’ questions about the purpose. With
our postings we attempted to keep both
the expert and the parents on board for
the discussion.

2.4 Multiple roles

In this discussion, as well as in other
discussions that were part of the pilot,
we performed multiple roles. During the
workshop and in the introductory arti-
cle, we presented ourselves as match-
makers, whose main role was to se-
lect and connect parents and scientists,
both explicitly and implicitly in many of
our actions. When we invited experts to
participate, we acted as scientists’ col-
leagues, especially when these experts
were involved in one of our CSG re-
search projects. We also acted as ex-
perts ourselves, writing the introductory
article for the discussion.

When writing the article and also by
means of our interventions in the dis-
cussion, we played the part of a trans-
lator between parents and experts, ex-
plaining to both categories of partici-
pants what we thought the other side
meant. By means of our interventions in
the actual discussion, we acted as me-
diator between parents, who attempted
to review and widen agendas, as well
as experts, who look for ways to con-
fine the discussion to the limits of their
expertise. In the previous quotes, we
acted as parents’ advocates, but the crit-
ical parent also criticized us for being
scientists’ advocate.

The multiple roles of dialogue prac-
titioners have received little attention
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in public engagement literature. Most
critics discuss events that are commis-
sioned by governmental institutions and
lump together practitioners and com-
missioners in their analyses of public
engagement activities. Yet our position
as initiators, organizers and moderators
of the online DNA-Dialogues has con-
fronted us with the particular dynam-
ics of that role. Although the multi-
plicity of our position sometimes con-
fused participants as well as ourselves,
we also came to realize that we could
use our versatility to gain a better un-
derstanding of the factors that impede
or stimulate dialogue. On the basis of
our own experiences, we propose to in-
tegrate the roles of dialogue practitioner
and of (critical) social scientist in inter-
ventionist dialogue research.

3 Discussion: dialogue as
interventionist research

While we started The DNA-Dialogues
with the idea that online discussions
could enable interactions between pub-
lics and experts, we gradually came
to understand and use the fact that
such interactions necessarily imply that
we as organizers and moderators per-
form interventions (Zuiderent-Jerak and
Jensen 2007). The kind of experiences
that we have discussed in this paper
will sound familiar to many people who
have been involved in the organization
of public engagement activities. Crit-
ics who have analysed the flawed meth-
ods and objectives of dialogue events
have usually focused on notions of
publics rather than on experts. Further-
more, social scientists who study dia-
logue have generally been distinguished
from those who organize and moder-
ate it. Although practitioners may also
have a background in the social sci-
ences or humanities, the social scientist
as researcher is expected to be critical,
whereas the practitioners are portrayed
as practical.

On the basis of our experiences in the
DNA-Dialogues pilot study, we advocate
the combination of those two roles into
that of an interventionist dialogue re-
searcher. The role of an interventionist

researcher in public dialogue is different
than the role of the organizer and mod-
erator in a public engagement event.
An interventionist dialogue researcher
invites experts to participate in a pub-
lic discussion and stimulates as well as
studies the articulation of a particular
issue that implies specific publics and
experts. Merging the roles of (critical)
analyst and public dialogue practitioner
makes it possible for a social scientist
to experience and describe resistances
and catalysts for dialogue from the in-
side. Moreover, it enables the direct in-
put of preliminary research results in the
process under study.

Unlike most critical public engagement
studies, interventionist research can do
more than identify problems, barriers or
opportunities for dialogue. It takes se-
riously the performativity of doing dia-
logue, actually testing hypotheses about
relevant factors and condition by means
of experimentation (Felt et al.2009).
Those factors can be connected to par-
ticipants (including experts and moder-
ators), to the framing of the issue un-
der discussion, to the design and lay-out
of the discussion space, and to relations
between all those elements.

Doing dialogue as interventionist re-
search rather than public engagement
requires a particular set-up that the
pilot project described above lacked.
The DNA-Dialogues involved the initia-
tion, organization and observation of
discussions between publics and ex-
perts about various issues related to
genomics research, applications and
governance. When doing dialogue as
experimental research, such activities
need to be complemented by interviews
with participating experts and others
concerned before and after the discus-
sion to gain understanding of the trajec-
tories in which discussions are enacted
and affect the agendas of participants –
or do not.10

Interventionist public dialogues are ex-
periments in the collective articulation

10 The PhD projects of Koen Dortmans and
Eefje van den Heuvel-Vromans (see footnote
4) have been designed as interventionist dia-
logue research.
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of issues by opening up genomics re-
search and governance agendas, rather
than by closing them down with pre-
mature definitions, solutions or recom-
mendations (Stirling 2008). The point of
such interventions is not to ‘design’ an
issue, but to make connections that en-
able the collective articulation of an is-
sue by dialogue participants. That is not
a neutral position, but a normative one.

In a recent collective experiment in pub-
lic engagement with the ethical and so-
cial dimensions of genome research,
Austrian colleagues have analysed the
various meanings attributed to ‘pub-
lic participation’ by participating publics
and experts. They concluded that the
meaning of public participation is “in-
extricably linked to specific assumptions
about the science under discussion in
its relationship to society, as well as on
the processes of its governance and the
actors involved in it” (Felt and Fochler
2008: 490). The tensions in the online
discussion on the storage of blood from
neonatal screening were clearly related
to governance issues as well. However,
interventionist dialogue research is not
about such issues per se. It rather takes
an ethnographic approach and follows
the actors, which include the partici-
pants, the topics under discussion, and
us as initiators and moderators. It also
traces connections to other issues and
discussions, which are actively made or
more implicitly performed in the inter-
actions that we study.

The normative stake of the dialogue re-
searcher is not in any particular fram-
ing of what is the relevant issue, but in
making public the techno-scientific de-
velopments considered to be interest-
ing or important by life scientists, and
opening them up for the involvement
of those who are potentially affected by
such developments in discussions about
their course and governance. This way,
public dialogue experiments can con-
tribute to the incremental change of sci-
ence and society into a robust relation.

4 Conclusion
In this article we have used our expe-
riences from the pilot project for The
DNA-Dialogues to show how we came to
consider ‘public dialogue’ as a method
of interventionist research rather than
as a mode of public engagement. Dis-
tinguishing the role of critical analyst
from that of practical mediator hin-
ders the mutual benefit that combin-
ing and confronting the two in prac-
tice promises. If dialogue research and
intervention remain distinct, it will be
difficult for social science analyses to
land in dialogue and public engagement
practices. Not merely studying, but also
‘doing’ dialogue, makes it possible to
find frictions that require and allow for
intervention. Therefore, we plead for
interventionist public dialogue research
as a mode of social science research
that goes beyond a distinction in terms
of ‘ironists, reformers or rebels’ (Gisler
and Schicktanz 2009, this issue).
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